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Advanced Language Learning Suite, SANAKO Study 1200 is certified for US Army usage.

The US Army Network Enterprise Technology Command (NETCOM)
grants SANAKO with a Certificate of Networthiness (CoN) for Study
1200. Before any external software can be used on the Army’s networks,
it must have this credential. This certification signifies that Sanako’s
Study 1200 software is in full compliance with the Army Enterprise
Infrastructure’s (AEI) strict standards for security, supportability,
sustainability and compatibility with the Army’s Enterprise Infrastructure
network.
The SANAKO Study 1200 is an advanced language learning suite that offers an extended range of essential activities
that focus on both listening comprehension and voice practice. Study 1200 provides the students and teachers with all the
features and benefits of a modern language learning environment. The versatile solution supports student voice recording
for practicing in pronunciation and intonation, and offers teachers innovative content authoring capabilities, which allow for
the creation of new learning material. Study 1200 has an extensive set of language learning activities that are necessary
for language teaching that include: Listening Comprehension, Discussion, Model Imitation and Reading Practice. The
selection of activities is made simple with a drop-down menu. The SANAKO Study 1200 also has a set of advanced tools
including the SANAKO Study 1200 Digital Recorder. The built-in digital recorder in the Study student application allows
the student to use a wide range of compatible media file formats and can play, stop, rewind, fast forward and pause the
file and their own recorded voices. They can also set and remove bookmarks that can locate places in the file for review
and additional practice.
“We are proud to receive this certificate as it demonstrates how committed we are to delivering the best and most secure
software meeting the high requirements and standards of our DoD customers,” comments Erik Moseby, President of
Tandberg Educational, Inc. “This certificate should help expand our level of trust with the Army and further develop deeper
relationships with other military organizations.”
The company has been providing world-class software and hardware solutions to the Defense Language Institute (DLI) for
more than eight years. To learn more about how Sanako has helped clients world-wide, visit http://www.sanako.com
About SANAKO:
SANAKO Corporation in Finland is supported by more than 40 years of excellence in the development of language teaching technology,
and represents the unification of key brands associated with leading edge language labs - Tandberg Educational, Auditek, Teleste and
Divace.
The company’s head office is located in Turku, Finland with sales offices in Bradford (UK), Dubai (United Arab Emirates), Espoo
(Finland), Lyon (France), Moscow (Russia), New York (USA), Shanghai (China), and São Paulo (Brazil).
About Tandberg Educational:
Tandberg Educational Inc., is the main independent distributor for SANAKO Corporation in the USA currently oversees 11 resellers
across the United States, and is the market leader in the language lab field among secondary and higher education institutions.
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